Introduction
Speaking in a very broad sense, the Fourier transform (FT) can be treated as a systematic way to decompose arbitrary function into a superposition of harmonic ("symmetrical") functions. It is a fundamental tool for studying of various processes and for this reason it is present in basically every scientific discipline. In last decades, the Fourier transformation was used in distinctive fields such as geophysics (Maus 1999 , Skianis et al. 2006 , image decomposition in neuroscience (Guyader et al. 2004) , imaging in medical applications (Lehmann et al., 1999) just to mention a few. Recently, FT was successfully applied in wood sciences (Fujita et al. 1996; . For example, Fujita and co-workers used two-dimensional Fourier transform method to analyze the cell arrangements within the xylem ground tissues. In our recent papers (Csoka et al. 2005 , Csoka et al. 2007 ), we made one step forward and try to analyze the wood anatomy via FT of the density function of the tree. Method is based on a forwarded Fourier transformation of the absolute amplitude spectra. Since the comprehensive literature survey of the accessible studies did not reveal any similar results based on this method, in this chapter we will discuss the basic theorem of FT of an absolute amplitude spectrum and a possibility to generate higher order FT defined as,
The discussion also includes a brief description of the theory of the forwarded FT of the complex and absolute amplitude spectrum found in the literature. In the second part of the chapter, it will be shown how the presented theory can be applied to the analysis of the wood anatomy, specifically to determination of the transition point between juvenile and mature wood.
Problem statement
We will start these theoretical considerations with familiar one-dimensional Fourier transform (FT) of a given function () fx,
where () Fk is referred to as the spectrum of () f x . The absolute amplitude spectrum of () Fk is defined as,
Depending on the particular problem, the amplitude spectrum of a signal can be treated as complex or absolute function.
As it was stated in the introduction, the main topic of this chapter is the Fourier transform of the absolute amplitude spectrum and its application to analysis of the wood anatomy. For this reason, we will first consider two basic methods for calculation of the forwarded FT of the amplitude function. The first method is to transform the complex amplitude spectrum
( )
[] F f x again according to Eq.
(2). The second approach is to calculate Fourier transform on the absolute amplitude spectrum via so-called Wiener-Khinchin theorem.
Fourier transform of the complex amplitude spectrum
In the case when the complex amplitude spectrum is transformed the result is a time/space function which has been mirrored with respect to the y-axis, or,
The theoretical exposition of Eq. (4) in discrete considerations is as follows. Let the basic finite interval be [0,1]. If we divide that interval in N equal parts, we will obtain :0 , . . . , 1 k kN N ⎧⎫ =− ⎨⎬ ⎩⎭ points. Let the value at k point be () f k . From the practical reasons we will select the discrete basis { } :0 , . . . , 1
.
(5)
The 1 N coefficient is necessary, because of the normalization. Now, the discrete FT of f is,
Performing the FT on the obtained () Ff :
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The sum of a geometric series of the first N member,
then,
Fourier transform of the absolute amplitude spectrum
The estimation of the Fourier transform of the absolute values of the amplitude spectrum, {() } Fk , requires different approach. In order to find the FT of the absolute spectrum,
it is necessary to use the Wiener-Khinchin theorem,
where f denotes the complex conjugate of f (by definition Eq. (17) is a relationship between FT and its autocorrelation function). Using Eq. (17), () Fk can be expressed as,
Therefore, the Fourier transform of the absolute amplitude spectrum is
Spectrum presented by Eq. (21) is essentially different from that of Eq. (4). However, neither Eq. (21) nor Eq. (4) was suitable in our attempt to draw additional information from the experimentally determined density function of the tree stem e.g. to determine the transition point between juvenile and mature wood. As it will be seen below, it turned out that in this practical case it is necessary to perform additional forwarded FT to the positive half of the absolute amplitude spectrum only. In the following section we will consider the forwarded FT of the absolute amplitude spectrum which originates from the superposition of a multitude of harmonic signals.
The forwarded FT of the absolute amplitude spectrum which consists of a multitude of harmonic signals
We will start the analysis of the forwarded FT of the absolute amplitude spectrum by considering monochromatic functions obtained by Dirac delta segment sampling of a continuous signal. If () xt is a original continuous signal then the sampled discrete function, () s xt, is given by
where () T t Δ is the sampling Dirac delta operator and T is the period. Taking that Fourier series of ()
Eq. (22) can be written as:
where s f is the sampling frequency and the principle frequency of the periodicity of () T t Δ . The amplitude spectrum of monochromatic function given by Eq. (24) can be represented by one dimensional Dirac delta function pair:
If the signal is sampled at s f samples per unit interval, the FT of the sampled function is periodic by a period of s f .
Let us consider a finite length segment of () s xt by performing an L length rectangle window function () x ∏ , which is 0 outside the L interval and unity inside it. The FT of a rectangle window function is given by
Fourier transform of the () s xt () x ∏ product is a convolution operation, which allows us to calculate the spectrum of the windowed, finite function:
It can be clearly seen that this convolution spectrum consists of a sin ( ) ck π set at the impulse-position of the Dirac delta function. If the () 
and its amplitude spectrum is unity,
When, however, () s xt is a superposition of more harmonic signals, the sum,
is generally not unity, but it exhibits oscillations. The former result suggests the presence of the complex interaction between amplitude waves which can be used in order to draw the additional information from the original signal. It should be noted that the performing of the FT on the absolute amplitude spectrum will give the spectrum with an argument that is expressed in the same dimensional units as the variable of the original spectrum. For this reason, we believe that the interference peaks in the forwarded FT of the absolute spectrum carry information about the specific positions where certain processes were activated, which, otherwise, can not be observed directly in the original spectrum. Reciprocate of Eq. It should also be emphasized that if the sum in Eq. 30 is different from unity then it will be possible to generate higher order FT of the absolute amplitude spectrum.
Examples and discussion
Timber is a biosynthetic end product so the making of wood is a function of both gene expression and the catalytic rates of structural enzymes. Thus, to achieve a full understanding of wood formation, each component of the full set of intrinsic processes essential for diameter growth (i.e. chemical reactions and physical changes) must be known, investigate in complex form and information on how each one of those components is affected by other processes (Savidge et al., 2000) . The younger juvenile wood produced in the crown has features which distinguish it from the older, more mature wood of the bole (Zobel and Sprague, 1999) . Variations within a species are caused by genetic differences and regional differences in growth rate. Differences also occur between the juvenile and mature wood within single trees, and between the earlywood (springwood) and latewood (summerwood) within each annual growth ring. Juvenile wood is an important wood quality attribute because depending on species, it can have lower density, has shorter tracheids, has thin-walled cells, larger fibrial angle, and high -more than 10% -lignin and hemicellulose content and slightly lower cellulose content than mature wood van Buijtenen, 1989, Zobel and Sprague, 1999) . Wood juvenility can be established by examining a number of different physical or chemical properties. Juvenile wood occupies the centre of a tree stem, varying from 5 to 20 growth rings in size, and the transition from juvenile to mature wood is supposed to gradual. This juvenile wood core extends the full tree height, to the uppermost tip (Myers et al., 1997) . It is unsuitable for many applications and has great adverse economic impact. Juvenile wood is not desirable for solid wood products because of warpage during drying and low strength properties and critical factors in producing high stiffness veneer (Willits et al., 1997) . In the other hand, in the pulp and paper industry juvenile wood has higher than mature wood in tear index, tensile index, zero-span tensile index, and compression strength. For the same chemical pulping conditions, pulp yield for juvenile wood is about 25 percent less than pulp yield for mature wood (Myers et al., 1997) . It is, therefore, important from scientific as well as from practical reasons to determine the demarcation line between juvenile and mature wood. The advantage of the present approach that this boundary line can be determined by analysis of density spectrum which was obtained by non-invasive X-ray densitometry method.
Materials and methods
Twelve selected trees were investigated, which were planted in Akita Prefectures, Japan. The name of the tree is sugi (Cryptomeria japonica D. Don). The trees were harvested in different ages between 71 and 214 years (Table 1) . Tracheid lengths, annual ring structure, were also determined from those samples.
X-ray densitometry
Bark to bark radial strips of 5 mm thickness were prepared from the air-dried blocks cut from the sample disks. After conditioning at 20 °C and 65% RH, without warm water extraction, the strips were investigated by using X-ray densitometry technique, with 340 seconds of irradiation time. The current intensity and voltage were 14 mA and 17 kV, respectively. The distance between the X-ray source and the specimen was 250 cm. The developed films were scanned with a densitometer (JL Automation 3CS-PC) to obtain density values across the growth rings (Figure 1) and with a table scanner (HP ScanJet 4C) to obtain digital X-ray picture for image processing. The growth ring parameters of ring width (RW), minimum density within a ring (D min ), maximum density within a ring (D max ) and ring density (RD: average density within a ring) were determined for each growth ring by a special computer software. The latewood is categorized by Mork's definition, as a region of the ring where the radial cell lumens are equal to, or smaller than, twice the thickness of radial double cell walls of adjacent tracheids (Denne, 1989) . A threshold density, 0.55 g/cm 3 was used as the boundary between earlywood and latewood (Koizumi et al., 2003) . Figure 2 shows density function of the sugi tree obtained by laser scanning of the x-ray image. It can be seen that the signal is periodic and its amplitude FT spectrum is shown in Figure 3 . The amplitude spectrum shows a strong peak at frequency 0.4 mm -1 which shows that the most frequent annual ring is about 2.5 mm. However, after reciprocate of the Eq.
FT of the density function of the sugi tree
(34) was used in order to determine the spectrum of the absolute amplitude spectrum some additional information were obtained (Figure 4) . While the amplitude spectrum shows the frequency structure of continuous or discrete signals, the forwarded FT of the absolute amplitude spectrum can provide the information about the complex effect of the interaction among these waves. As it can be noticed in Figure 4 , the second FT spectrum shows spikes at certain positions. These peaks suggest the locations in the original complex function where the superposition of two or more periodic curves takes place. The highest peak has been assigned to the transition point between juvenile and mature wood (Csoka et al., 2007) . Note that FT changes the dimension of the independent variable according to the input signals. The dimension of the variable of the second FT spectrum is the same as the dimension of the original variable. It should also be emphasized that the obtained values for the transition between juvenile and mature wood calculated from the second FT spectrum were in agreement with the values obtained from segmented model of tracheid lengths .
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The highest peak indicate the boundary line between juvenile and mature wood The variables and typical parameters of the density function, its amplitude spectrum and the Fourier transform of the amplitude spectrum are given in Table 1 . In that table L represents the actual length of the sample which depends of the age of the wood. However, increment between discrete points is kept constant to 0.015 mm. It should be also pointed out that one annual ring is represented by 200-400 points. Table 1 . The variables and typical parameters of the density function, its amplitude spectrum and the Fourier transform of the amplitude spectrum 4.4 FT of the X-ray image X-ray image (Figure 1 ) was first processed by using a spatial grey level method. After the determination of the grey level at each point in the image, a 2D power spectrum that represents image in the frequency domain was calculated via Fourier transformation. Figure  5 shows the obtained power spectrum in a 3D representation. The amplitude spectrum of an X-ray image expresses a function (which is a point in some infinite dimensional vector space of functions) in terms of the sum of its projections onto a set of basis functions. The amplitude spectrum of the image carries information about the relative weights with which frequency components (projections) contribute to the spectrum, while the phase spectrum (not shown) localizes these frequency components in space (Fisher et al., 2002) . It should be noted that in the Fourier domain image, the number of frequencies corresponds to the number of pixels in the spatial domain image, i.e. the image in the spatial and Fourier domains are of the same size (Castleman 1996) . The 3D representation of the power spectrum in Figure 5 is related to the rate at which gradual brightness in the X-ray image varies across the image. The frequency refers to the rate of repetitions per unit time i.e. the number of cycles per millimetre. Therefore, the intensive peaks observed in Figure 5 indicate the basic frequencies of the annual ring pattern in the frequency domain. The forwarded FT of the amplitude spectrum of the image is shown in Figure 6 . With a closer look at the original image, a strong relationship between the annual ring texture and the spectrum in Figure 6 can be noticed, with could also justify our approach of using forwarded Fourier transformation of the absolute spectrum for determination of the demarcation zone between juvenile and mature wood. The texture of the 3D picture obtained from the forwarded FT of the absolute spectrum exhibit obvious annual ring pattern. In order to analyze to transition between juvenile and mature wood from the forwarded FT of the amplitude spectrum of X-ray image, horizontal intensity line slices have been took through the spectrum in Figure 6 . This pixel slice contains information about www.intechopen.com possible interactions between certain modes in the amplitude spectrum. The spectrum in Figure 7 was obtained by taking the sum of the slices from the bottom to the top of the image. The highest peak in the spectrum refers to the transition point of juvenile and mature wood. 
Properties of spectrums

Conclusions
Since the determination of the boundary zone between juvenile and mature wood is a subject of great practical importance in the area of wood anatomy, a various methods were suggested to address this problem. However, most of these methods considered only a limited number of characteristic features of the wood stem (one or two). For example, for a long time, the researchers were focused on the measurements of the annual ring width, the specific gravity, tracheid length and microfibril angle (Fujisaki 1985 , Fukazawa 1967 , Matyas and Peszlen 1997 , Ota 1971 , Yang et al. 1986 , Zhu et al. 2000 . The method based on the nonlinear, segmented regression method of tracheid length and microfibril angle (Cook and Barbour 1989, Zhu et al. 2005) has provided a common and simple tool for analyzing of the growth variation, while at the same time it was not restricted to certain groups of species or types of data. Unfortunately, all these different approaches did not take the complexity of the stem into account. The global nature of the above mentioned processes hides local density-distribution information, and makes the determination of the changes related to the distance from the pith impossible.
In this chapter we presented the FT of an amplitude spectrum theorem that can find direct application in studying of a wood anatomy. In spite of its simplicity, to our best knowledge there is no reference in the literature regarding the use of forwarded FT of the absolute amplitude spectra of an arbitrary vibration in the way we suggested. The suggested theoretical approach was used in order to determine the demarcation zone between juvenile and mature wood within a tree stem from the experimentally obtained density spectrum.
The main advantage of the present method is that it enables simultaneous study of the changes in the density of annual rings and their distances from the pith, while they were, so far, studied as independent properties. The density function contains inherent information about changes in successive annual rings that may, after an appropriate mathematical analysis procedure, be used to describe the microstructure of the wood. It is assumed that the variation in the biological and physical characteristics of the cell (i.e. the cell dimension, the thickness of cell wall, the cellulose and lignin contents in the cell wall, and the growth rate) will be reflected in the sequences of wood density in the radial direction. The forwarded FT of the absolute amplitude spectrum provides information about the interaction of the amplitude waves, which can be further used to characterize the physical growth of the trees.
